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Banking

Kathy Burdman

'Let Continental be a lesson'
Vo1cker's idea is to divide and

New bank crises loomfor thefall as Volcker asks bankers to take
their lumps.

conquer the Third World debtors, the
congressional

official

continued.

"Work out a deal with those countries
which are in a position to get on to a
long-term solution-like Mexico-so
that we could whittle down the prob

T he government's forced national

write off."

ization of Continental Illinois bank on

which "impairs the ability of other

Bolivia is the first country to be

July 26 seems to have calmed the in

wise creditworthy borrowers to main

"triaged," he said. "The banks are al

ternational debt crisis, but a new round

tain debt service."

ready writing down the Bolivian debt,

of bank-stock drops and deposit losses

To avoid Continental's fate, major

and when you've done that, you've

could be coming up this fall. On July

U. S. banks should move immediately

already got some sort of a triage pro

25, Federal Reserve chairman Paul

to long-term renegotiation and stretch

cess you can implement. There's a lot

Vo1cker

Banking

out of LDC loans, Vo1cker said, as he

of sympathy for that approach on the

Committee that the Continental bail

has proposed for Mexico, Brazil, and

Hill." Argentina, he said, could not be

out "may be an object lesson" to other

Venezuela. "Prudent banking may in

tackled yet because "it's bigger."

U.S. banks.

told
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deed suggest forebearance and rene

But if banks do stretch out billions

Vo1cker first praised what he called

gotiation of outstanding loans . . . re

of Mexican, Brazilian, and Venezuela

the "substantial progress" by Mexico,

structuring of foreign credits over a

debt this fall, to try to avoid non-per

Brazil, and Venezuela, which thus far

substantial

forming loans at the end of the Sep
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International

period
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be

tember quarter, they could be in worse
shape than before.

Monetary Fund's (lMF) harsh auster

"The Fed has been saying banks

ity programs. He said that these "good"

ought to come to accommodations

Long-term renegotiations osten

debtors-as distinct from Bolivia and

which might last more than a quarter

sibly do not change a bank's loan prin

Argentina, which have rebuffed the

at a time," said one congressional staff

cipal valuation, but bank analysts and

IMF-should be rewarded by "long

chief after Vo1cker's remarks.

term restructuring of their external

Most of the virulent congressional
criticism of the government's recent

debt."

investors will look askanse at a
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10

lion bank loan due, not in 3, but in
to

15 years.

It is the U. S. banks, however, he

Conti bailout, led by that of House

Furthermore, none of the debtors

said, which will have to make tough

Banking Committee Chairman Fer

at present are repaying principal in any

adjustments-or end up, like Conti

nand St Germain, has been directed at

case. The real problem, unaddressed

nental, suffering major runs on their

forcing other banks to take early loss

by Vo1cker, is how will Mexico and

deposits. Conti's situation is "unique

es, the source revealed. "They want

others continue to pay

for a large bank, but the episode may

these banks to take some of these loss

per year interest bills with interest rates

be an object lesson about the impor

es now," he said. "Congress does not

at

tance of looking ahead to anticipate

like the idea of lending to pay interest

Both the Fed staff and Congress

problems."
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would like the banks to take losses on

According to Vo1cker, Continen

amount."
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interest income as well, my source

tal's downfall was to raise deposits at

On Aug. 6, St Germain filed for
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whatever rate was necessary and as

mal demands with the Fed, the FDIC,
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sume that "loan rates can be raised as
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fast as deposit rates." This approach
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but only earning

ing down Conti's debtors until a run

thing, including examination reports
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hit Continental itself.

which we've never given," said one
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fight."

ings," the staffer laughed.
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